September, 2018

To whom it may concern,
UEi Test Instruments has performed compatibility testing with RectorSeal’s product AC Leak Freeze and UEi’s HUB4 and HUB6 Kits. The sealing product was exposed to the WPP1 pressure probes of the HUB4 and HUB6 Kits that would come in contact with such a substance during regular use in the field. Testing showed no adverse effects to the performance of tools. UEi Test Instruments considers AC Leak Freeze a compatible substance for use with the HUB4 and HUB6 pressure probes. Exposure to this substance as part of normal field use will not void the warranty of these products.

Regards,

Mukhtar Malawiya
Service and Technical Support Director

RectorSeal® and AC Leak Freeze® are registered trademarks of RectorSeal®.